It seems highly likely that many of the features of Black American English can be traced back to the Afro-Portuguese Creole dialects that sprang up in the fifteenth century in Portuguese slave camps along the West African coast, particularly in the Gulf of Guinea area, the area of greatest concentration of activity during the slave trade. This Creole 4as used for communication by the Portuguese slave traders and the slaves on the one hand-, and by the slaves themselves on the other hand, since these latter were drawn from many different African tribes speaking mutually unintelligible languages. Some of the early features of Black English have disappeared, due to contact with Standard English. For example, negation with °no" and the use of ume" as a subject pronoun are almost undoubtedly of Afro-Portuguese origin and are echoed in Jamaican Creole English. Other features of Black American English have remained and have exact parallels in the speech of certain blacks in the Caribbean, for instance, whose Creole dialects neglect gender distinctions, shun the "redundant° plural, and merge verb forms into one single form. Similarly, a Black English noun-deriving process is seen in the Creole dialects, as are other features commonly seen in Black English.
Documents acquired by ERIC include many informal unpublished materials not available from other sources. ERIC makes every effort * to obtain the best copy available. Nevertheless, items:Of marginal reproducibility are often encountered and this affects the quality of the microfiche and hardcopy reproductions ERIC makes available via the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). EDRS is not responsible for the quality of the original document. Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be made from the original. What is beginning to seem fairly obvious, tha I to the work of 1 J.L. Dillard-and others, is that Black English, or whatever else we .00be to call it is the product -f a relexificatIon of an earlier creole, with a post-creole shift toward S andard English. This creole was itself probably based on an even earlier pidgin which in its turn may well have been merely a relexification of the now-extinct Lingua As we know, the early slave traders practiced language mixing, so that the slaves could be more easily controlled.
This forced the slaves to find a jingua franca, or language of wider communication, which turned out to be the Portuguese Pidgin which many of them had learned in the slave "factories" on the West Coast of Africa.
Apparently, pidgin versions of French .
. and English began developing in the factories also.
Slaves sent to French-or to Portuguesespeaking areas found it much easier to communicate in Pidgin French or Pidgin Portuguese than to find an African language in common; the restric_ed contact of most of them with their masters precluded their ae r -ling the standard language.
in First, the slaves normally relied on a ze that is, they dropped the verb "to be"--and other verbs as well--and left it understood.
"Which is that one?" became "Which dat one?" and "Mary is our daughter" was reduced to "Mary we daughter." _ cophla;
Second; the slaves appeared to'disr rd gender. Nothing drove northern whites .
. quite so wild as the black's blurring of male and female. The slaves had no difficulty understanling each other in th s or any other regard-, for they relied on context and familiarity to identify the sexes; they found the pronoun unnecessary.
An ex-slave told her interviewer about a grandchild: "I raise him From baby." The interviewer then asked if her grandson helped her. Amused, she replied, "Wat dat? Him ain't no man, him my granddaughter, Ellen Jenkins. . Third, the personal pronoun usually accompal4ed the noun, as well as substituting for it. Thus, to say "Mary is in the cabin," a slave normally would say "Mary, he in cabin." Fourth, pronoun forms were invariant. "His wife" became "he wife"..j."our" and "us" usually became "we." When house slave's, or later, the freed men as a group, learned "us," the old pattern often continued.
But instead of saying "We like he," they Might say "Us like he." Fifth, possession was marked by juxtaposition, not by the addition of "s" or by the form of the pronoun. Tim:, "Mary's hat" became "Mary hat" or "he hat." Sixth, the slaves negated with "no,' The word II not" appeared in the speech of the house slaves and others, who copied the whites closely, but "no" was the standard in both verbal and adjectival formulations.
Thus: "He nO mind we" and "He no wicked." Seventh, the slaves normally dropped suffix markers and reduced consonant clusters.
"The girls are dressed" would certainly become "The girls is dress. And "stop" would become "'top" or "divorce," "'vorce. Gradually, words like "revorce" appeared, but these marked an attempt to speak standard EngLish.
The effort of uneducated blacks to speak as the whites did passed through an awkward stage of fancification. Thus, instead of the simple "vorce," some would reach for "revorce," and eventually, "divorcement." By the time of emancipation the speech of the more assimilated slaves was riddled with "scatterment," "dividement," "separament," "werryment," and the like. The original speech of the field slaves had the virtue of a crisp directness that had stripped nouns of apparently superfluous prefixes and suffixes.
Eighth, the expression "There go
Here go] we-all stockings," does not mean "There go our stock-ings" but "There are our stockings." The use.of . "there go" and "here go" corresponds to the French of yuis171 and voici, or the Spanish use of hay, or similar phrases in other Romance languages, and may reflect the influence of the European slave traders on the formation of pidgin English.
Ninth among the features of slave speech that carried over into modern black English were [sic] the dropping of words like "if," so that "See if he can go" would become "See can he go," and "What did you say?" would become the ubiquitous "Say what?" Also, multiple negation became the rule and greater emphasis accompanied the extended use of the negative: "He ain't never give none of we nothinv."
Tenth, slaves did not form plurals in the manner of standard English. Their own formulation was nonredundant.
Thus, "Gib massa tousand tank" for "Give master a thousand thanks"; or "some valiant soldier here" rather than "soldiers"; or "How much wife?" for "How many wives?"
The purpose of this present study will be to compare Black English We run into an exception right away: Genov: e counts as the first featu--of Black English the zero copula but Papiamentu ha-a very highly developed concept of the copula, expressed most often by means of the Genovese's second statement is to the effect that the slaves did not observe gra natical gender, and heLe we liave an exact pa allel in 1 piamentu. As some of the above Papiamentu samples show, the same pronoun serves for he and she, and also for it in a specific (that is, not ." and ".
.he no half so good as Jemmy Seamore.
it is curious here, )y the way, to note Standard Engl h "I" as the first, p_rson subject pronoun in 'I no likee.
.," where we would probably expect "me": "me no likee. As late as the time of the' American Revolution we still see the subject pronoun "me," as well as negation wit! Kay, massa, (s_ he), you just leave me, me sit here, great fish jump up into de canoe, here he bo, massa, fine fish, massa; me den very grad; den me sit very still, until another great fish jump into do canoe; but me fall asleep, massa, and no wake till you come; now, rassa, me know me deserve flogging, cause if great -ish did jump into de canoe, he see me asleep, den hu jump out again, and I no catch him; so, massa, me willing now take good flogging.
This ' and this negation with "no" can doubtless be traced to the .great fish jump into de Canoe, here he be, massa.
In point .number seven, Genovese indicates the tendency on the part of the slaves to drop suffix markers and to reduce consonant clusters.
This same tendency is to be seen in Papiamentu, which favors apocopated forms at least compared with the equivalent Iberian forms. In the second part of Genovese's seventh point we find a wealth of data for comparison. In the matter of "fancified" Black English noun But let us see some of the many other Papiamentu nouns ending i -mentu formed by the creole itself, that is, nouns whicir de not exist in the parent Iberian _ongues but which were invented according to the same specific creole pattern which produced the form Papiamentu:
[ 
